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Introduction

A variety of circumataaceo:have converged to sake researdh into the

educational experiences and outcomes of Slack students wfwa'attend Mite

universities &major concern. Previous educational rematch *knack

Americans has enamelled largely on the elementary and high.ichool years.

Only a limited portion of the literature has looked at the college

experiences of Black. youth. Notable among these.works are Morris'

Elusive EgualiV. C1979), Thomas° 81adk Students in Nigher Educations

Conditions and Uperiences in the'1970's (1981) , Blackwell's War.

streaming Outsiders (1981), sad /sting' atiastitutoLiajlicalLidliaLtilan

(1982) . Attention to Slack pendants' college experiences is vital

because over the past 25 year? sweeping changes have occurred is

patterns of college attendance for Slacks. Shares's, the majority were

previously enrolled in historically Slack colleges and universities,

by 1973 this percentage had dropped to one fourth and has maintained

that level through 1982. Thus, three vertex's of all Black college

students currently attend predominantly White colleges and universities.

Similarly, 57 percent of all bachelors' degrees conferred on Black students

Coring 1978-79 were granted by predominantly White colleges and universities.

The relatively rapid redistribution of Black students from

Slack to White colleges and universities saggests that the 1954 8WProme

COurt decision in favor of =boa desegregation is attainable and that

educational equity for Slacks is just around the corner. Slowever, closer

inceminatioa of patterns shows that Slack students on White composes continue

to be severely disadvantaged compared to Mite students. Their persistence

rates, academic achievement levels, enrollment in advanced study, overall

psycho-social adjustments and ementual career attainments are all lower

(Allen, 1982).

lattensive research is necessary in order to ascertain the actual

educational Characteristics,
experiences and outcomes of Slack youth in

White colleges and universities. Such researdh will help to identify
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factors which facilitate tar block) their successful completion of

school. We also expect findings from this research to aid programmatic

attempts to improve these experiences.

A Studt of Sleek. Characterimtics, gaveriences,and Outcome

This study exmanedillimftunftwaduate stodent educational

Obaracteristics importances and.outcomet at six peedominmalty White campuses

nationally 02ni/Mmaity of Michigan-ann Arbor; University of Worth Carolina-

Chapel Mill: Uaiverstiy of California -Los Angeles, Silicone State University:

Memphis State University and State University of MentIorkm.Stony Brook) .

These camposes were selected for sew because they capture important

regional, and proportional enrollment variations. Since the overwhelming

majority of Slacks in higher education attend public institutions only

stater- carted universities wscaltudied, The data were from linter,

1981 sailed questionnaires to 'AUL 695 mdergraduates responded (30 per

cent response rate). the administrative structure of the study centralised

data collection and handling at the University of Michigan, while renommit

collaborators on each campus handled an site responsibilities (e.g.,

publicity, administrative details, etc.) . The random sample for study

wee selected from computerised lists of corrently enrolled students

supplied by Registrars' offices at participating universities. The

sampling procedure stratified students by year of enrollment sad employed

random interval selection within Lovell, to choose respondents.

This study used a complex model to investigate relationships

between 'lactic student educational experiences and outcomes on Mite campuses.

Thus, the major pompoms of the study was to assess what happens to 'lack

students between collage entry and graduation Orr dropping out) . An

atteeptwassede to sysimmuttiolily trace connections between student family

background, high school education, campus interpersonal relations :e.g. with

peers, staff and faculty), college commitment to Black students, student

feelings of anxiety/alienation and obeerved student outcomes.
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This summary is kept intentionally brief and straightforward.

Later reports- from the data will atomism detailed, in-depth coverage

and provide more involved analysis/reporting of data. Descriptive

statistics (e.g., frequency distributions, mans) are used in this report

to sumarise major or important patterns from these data.

Findings

lb will nor consider findings from this study. The first measures

of interest here are student college satisfaction, university GP (academic

performance level) and edncetimmi/Axmlmetional aspirations. Overall,

the students' admit to the university appears to be *Award and

generally .unsatisfying. Nearly 62 per cent of the students reported little

or no integration into general Stadium activities on campus. Xn addition,

45 percent reported that extracurricular activities on the campus did not

adequately reflect their interests.

The majority of students were doing relatively well academically,

/0 per cent reported GM of C (2.0) or less and approximately 45 per cent

reported Glis of 01. (2.76) or higher. However, fewer than 3 per cent

reported 011s above 8+ (3.5), a significant Shift from the 37 per cent with

8+ averages is high eohool. One third of students set their ultimate

edocational goal at the Sachelor's degree level. hautboy t rd aspired

to Master's level &ogees; the last third sought terminal, ipmfessional

C11.0.1 J.D., or D.D.S.) or doctoral degrees. While educationia. goals

erpressed by stets were evenly distributed, ootapiltionilluipiretioss"ssre

almost uniformly high. Nearly 85 per cent of the students aspects' to an

into upper level whits collar positions.

badogitounds of Slack students in this national std suggest

that popularised stereotypes bear little reeemblance to the actual charmoter-

intim of Snick collage students across the countfy. Sixty-five per cant

of students incur sample-grew up in two parent households.
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Only fifteen per cent are from families whose income are $6,000 or less.

Snarly half are from famines whose incomes emceed $21,000'. per, year. The

pursuit of education apps u* to.be andante/0d and practiced in theme

students' families, as evidamunliChy patent's educational attainments and

the even higher attainment of their:stbaUngs. Twenty eight'pervent of

the respondents' fathers, 29 per.cent of their anthems and 39 per cent

of their siblings are reported as baying attended college.'

Si

Blacks students in this study entered college with established

records of high academic achievement. Over !Ulf (67 per cent) reported

high school grade point averages of 8 or better. Of all students, 37 Per-

cent reported grade point averages of 8+ (3.5) or better. Over half the

students ranked in the tep tan per cent of their graduating class, with

over one-fourth ranking in the top five per cent.

The high school years did not, however, prepare these students

far the reality of being a racial minority in sdhool settings. Fewer than

17 per cent attended high schools where Blank enrollment was 10 per cent

or less. On the contrary, over half of these students attended Black

majority high schools (60 per cent + Slack) prior to entering their

respective universities. Apart from Masphis State University, Black stodents

in this simple repreeented less than 10 percent of the total student

enrollment in.tbeir respective campuses.

9aiaaar&P,EfZdgfaaeSkEP--.
On entering college, the students were forced to cope with the

unfamiliar situation of being in a minority, and not sejority as wee the

CABO in high school. We see considerable evidence of social adjustment

difficulitee which usamOtsay beim negative consequeaces for Black

student outcomes. Self of the students point to lack of mossy and

inedeguate high school preparation as the most serious barriers to more

Blank students being admitted and deciding to attend the University.

Represemtative comments wares
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"Slack students here and at all colleges will
be seriously affected by budget cuts that will
decrease financial aid."' "Purely mechanical
GOA/SST cutoff rule. No interviews cc alb-
jeCtive criteria are locked at. limit Slack
students don't have $200 for an SW Prato
comic' so they don't get in."

Seventy-nine percent of the students believed there were inadequate

numbers of Black students at their universities. As for seeking Slack

faculty and/or staff to aid in easing adjustment problems, these students

encounter additional problems* Slack student contact with Slack faculty

and staff is at best limits& Sistroeven per cent of the students

reported that they had little or no exposure to Slack faculty and staff.

Most students expressed the need for an increased number of Slack f&culty

and staff as evidenced by theme commentes

"There are not enough Slack faculty and staff,
especially onside of the strictly minority
departments." 'I have had only one Slack
professor. I think that there should be
mere. I see more Black gleaming people than
Bleak professors and staff members. "I have

wow sat a Slack faculty member and so far

I have may sawn a 0001016 of them in comPum.
I had &ever even thneght of this seriously
before and mow that I am I feel angry."

Of necessity, Slacks.stmdants must rely on whits stndents and

pro esioks for help in making their adjustment to mem life. In this coneectina

a majority (SO per cant) of the Slack students reported that White peers

only sometimes showed high regard for their academic &militias. Sowever,

over half (SI per meet) also reported that White students sometimes or

often avoided intexectiag with laws socially outside the acedemic halls.

Just under tow-thirds 09 per cant) reported White students to treat

then as equals. Academic competition among students at participating

universities was. reportedly imtense. Wevestheless, a majority reported

that this competition either did not affect them or sea positive in its
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effect

Ma the area of race relations, Black students did not fare too

well. Fifty - eight percent of the students maned having, eaParieaced

at least one incident of racial discrimination. Of this group, GO%

cited racial insults and negative racial attitudes as the most common

forms of discrimination encountered. Three examples of reported

in idents of race discrimination follows

"Mok academia cimmselar told me I shouldn't take a certain class

became it wee extremely difficult and Blario can't:handle

difficult cleaess."

"I wee as ont of my professor's office add another

professor in the office said that 'lads people really do look

like monkeys, no wonder no one can really like them."

"There wee &army in the form of a Slack men dressed in white

sheet with a string around its neck suspended from a lamp post

in front of my dorm."

More than GO% of the Slack students characterised 4eniral

Black student relations with white faculty (80%)i white staff (63 %) an

their campus as negative. MOwever, at least eighty percent reported

good to excellent personal relationships with late faculty (93%), white

staff (84%), and White students(80%). lbw, the view was one of

generally poor race relations on the campus Although those'

students claimed to maintain positive relationships as individuals with

Whites on the can in question.

Interesting patterns were apparent in Black students' evaluations of

their largely hits faculties. Over half (80%) reported professors as

ovidencing some difficulty in relating to them. Over half (80%) the

students also reported .that professors commonly avoided interacting with

them ontside class. While a significant portion of the students riposted

profeesers as managing the to pursue advanced studies (430) and

demonstrating concern about their success (51%), over expressed
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. doubts communing professorial ferness in evaluating Black student

academic perform.

There appear to be three major classes of problems and difficulties

most cammooly faced by Slack stugents at these White universities.

Twenty-cos percent report academic problems, 28% refer to problems of

cultural adjustment or feelings of social isolation and 18 percent

report problems with racism As one student so aptly stated, Slacks

have to cope with a plethora of problems'

"tiscodWrisation by Mite stdents. The lack of sufficient

finances isolation because of the small amount of Slack students.

The hard, grading and work that is distributed - sem Slacks come

from lower skilled 'chess's sad are not prepared for the big

advance in academic Skills."

Campus Supportive Services

Slack students' evaluation' of university supportive services are

largely positive. With respect to finances, most identified parental

earnings and grants-in raid as major.sources of funding for college.

TWentvone percent of the students reported not having received any

financial aid from their universities. Soughly a third of students

judged their financial aid as adequate. A proportion (45%)

appeared satisfied with the calibre of academic advising received, although

a sizeable third mod dissatisfaction. Three quarters of the

students found campus remedial, tutorial, and academic services some-

what belpfUl. Similarly, half the students identified some campus office,

program, or organisation as having been particularly belpftl to their

academic and/or social adiustment.

Sven though evaluations of supportive eervican. are largely positive.

seventy -five pert of the students know of other Black students who

left the university for reasons other tbmalpidMationw Amoag the reasons

cited. the majority (70%) reported either Lack of money or sovidosio

problems as the reasons why students left. Commonly cited reasons weres
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*Per monal family problems, lack of motivation, lank of money

to continue didn't have the GPA to continue.*: *Unhappy with

the atmosphere here; the pressures; the impersonal system.*

Studsluit-Arts todas

Black stodents in this study exhibited high self -concepts. On most

pointi of evaluation, mean scores were above average. the pants

evaluated were leadership ability, self-confidence, popularity'.

Physical well being, community perception of student, closeness with

family, high school teachers' evaluations, popularity with opposite sear,

and professors' evaluations. On all points, well over 50% of the student

sample rated themselves as abase average or high.

Summary and Conclusion

Slack studeot; in this study enter college with established bi-'

stories of academic achievement, measured by higkochool GPA and rank

in graduating class. thole Slack students come Eason high schools where

Blacks were in the majority. they eater universities where Slacks axe

a decided minority. At these universities, they neceive at best limited

exposure to Slack faculty and staff primarily bemuse there are so few

Slacks employed in such positions.

Students in this study report relatively good relations with their

white peers in the classroom. Outiide the academic balls, however, *they

have little or no interactioseith the same Shits students. there is

intense academic competition among students at these universities. ,or

the most pert, Black students report,either being unaffected by this

competition or are positively motivated as a result.

Studeots in this study report frequent exposure to racial dis-

crimination. Ds general, students reported fairly poor relationships

with *kit= faculty, staff, and studemts on Abair campus.. theme

relationships were rated.good to eacellent when the stndents evaloated

v them in terms of their personal interactions with White faculty, staff,
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and students.

The relationship between white professors and Slack students is

variable. Students report white faculty as having difficulty relating

to then and tending to avoid interacting with Slack students outside

of class. Most students believe white faculty members to be concerndd

about their success, but feel that they sometimes evaluate Slack student

academic performance unfairlY.

Socially, Slack its are at a severe disadvantage. Sven

though Slack organisations sponsor activities, over half the stmdents

report, at best, infrequent participation in each activities. The

students call overwhelmingly for the recruitment and admission of more

Black students.

Most students were reasonably satisfied with the amount of financial

aid received. Sewever, over a third felt the quality of other supportive

starvicee (e.g., academic advising) wan less than satisfactory. Finances

for their collage educations were mostly provided by parents or from the

student's own income. Despite obvious problems, Slack students in the

sample clearly posaess high perceptions ofwileafp,

nigher education is oriented around two fondsmental assumptions.

First, it is assumed students will enter college with adequate reparation

and sufficient self - motivation to insure their ability to take sexism

advantage of the oppostunities for learnins and adveacemeat afforded.

Second, it is assumed universities will provide optimal settings (in academic

and social-psychological terms) whose talented minds will find ample

opportunity to develop to their fullest potential. Therefore, under normal

circumstamoes, one aspect* to find symbiotic relationships between students

and their universities. The relationship should be QM where 0116% feeds

the needs of the other--to the matial benefit of both. Zt is evident

from these, and other data, that Slat* stodeets in this sample are not

achieving such satisfactory relationships with their universities. This

disjuncture occurs in a sufficiently often to cause great cascara.
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In looking for plausible explanations of this seeming disjuncture

between Slack itudiats and their universities, we are forced to admit

that the implied partnerthii, while reel, is an unequal one. That is,

while Slam* students bear some responsibility fOr how they fate at these

universities, theirs is not the pivotal sole. The educational missions

of these public universities charge them with responsibility for

developing and implementing strategieswhidh provide for the etfect4ve

education of the netion's (and their reepective state's) diverse par *ft

ulation. Since these universities are the vehicles throogh which

student's matriculate, Ultimate responsibility and resources for making

this transitiontySladkfttudents
(and all students, for that matter)

a siooth one rests with the institution, its officers, facultY, and staff.

The teak confronting interested researchers, Fractionate, and policy

makers at this point is to identify factors and formulate strategies

helpful in improving the educational experiences and outcomes of Slack

students in higher education.'.in seeking answers to the complex

questions, it is useful to turn to the students tbenselves. When asked

toffiaggest new programs or policies which would deal with the problems

Slack students experience at Wits universities, a response typical of

the many recommendations called fors

RA policy to eliminate the ongoing conspiracy to undermine and

eventuallY destroy Slack/Misority support services; increase, not

redone, financial aid; implement an effective Wet= af dealing

with racist instructogal sponwor and encourage more Slack relevant

social fanctions; increase effectiveness and support of slack/

Minority support organisations, consortium programs."

Clearly, a tremendous gap its between 'Ilea student needs on white

campuses, as revealed in this researdh, and the currently existing policies

and programs, at the respective universities. Without continuous effort,

long term investment of comatose and sincere commitment, predominantly

Whits universities will not reverse the patterns of declining enrollments/

rising attrition veto; which result in reduced numbers of Sly readopts

attending and graduating from the nation's colleges.
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